Hybrid video-assisted thoracic surgery basilar (S9-10) segmentectomy.
We perform segmentectomy for patients with cT1N0 non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) of 2 cm or less, even in good-risk patients. Hilar dissection and intersegmental dissection are performed by using mainly direct visualization through the access thoracotomy, which is called hybrid video-assisted thoracic surgery (VATS). Identification of the intersegmental plane is performed by selective jet ventilation under bronchofiberscopy. With this method, the segment to be removed can be inflated, while the segments to be preserved are kept deflated. When the intersegmental plane is being divided by electrocautery, direct visualization during the hybrid VATS approach is extremely important, because a 3-dimensional understanding of the pulmonary anatomy is crucial to avoid ambiguous procedures.